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SINGAPORE
ECONOMY AND ITS
LABOR MARKET

Singapore is characterized by its modern and diversified economy.
Well-renowned for being a highly open and free market, the economy
is heavily dependent on trade. Its trade-to-Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) ratio is the highest among other nations1 and prides itself
for being the world’s fourth largest financial center. Consequently,
Singapore has also been greatly attracting foreign investments in
the past years. As per the latest World Bank report- Ease of Doing
Business 2015, Singapore topped the list of 189 countries in terms of
regulatory environment conducive to setting up of business by a local
firm. The Heritage Foundation in partnership with Wall Street Journal
ranked Singapore second among 42 Asia Pacific countries on the Index
of Economic Freedom. Its high English speaking proficient workforce
makes it ideal for MNC’s to set up their offices in Singapore. As per the
English Proficiency Index, the country ranks second in Asian continent.
Continuous efforts by the government to strengthen its world-class
financial center, opening up of its markets for world trade, a highly
motivated and educated working class, sustained innovative capacity
and a business friendly environment adds to dynamism and resilience
to the Singapore economy.

1. Singapore’s merchandise trade (% of GDP) in 2014 was 252% of GDP; second to Hong Kong
that exhibited 387% of GDP for the same year. Data accessed on August 21, 2015.
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One of the most stable and thriving nations, Singapore is primarily
driven by services. In terms of its contribution to the economy,
the services sector contributes a substantial proportion to
the economy and employs sizeable number of professionals
and skilled workers. As per the Q2 2014 Economic Survey of
Singapore, the nation has become more services-oriented with
the recent growth in service exports. This phenomenon has also
led the manufacturing sector to become more skill-intensive.
The latest data indicates that there has been a considerable
increase in services-to-nominal GDP ratio from 64 per cent
in 2003 to 70 per cent in 2013. Correspondingly, the share of
manufacturing in the economy has moderated from 26 per cent
to 19 per cent over the same period2. These services include
finance & insurance, telecommunications, computer & IT and
other business services.

2. Economic Survey of Singapore Second Quarter 2014.

As per the latest report of the Ministry of Manpower,
Singapore had total workforce of about 3.5 million
in 2014; of which, 38% constituted foreign workers
(also known as non-residents).3 In the past couple
of years, greater influx of non-resident workers in
the overall labor force participation rates and also
increase in number of permanent residents, reflected
how successful Singapore has been in attracting
international talent to help chart its economic growth.
Following the end of economic recession of 2001-2003,
the Singaporean Government commenced on boosting
its Industry sectors such as housing infrastructure/
real estate, travel & tourism and transportation.
Subsequently, demand for workers in construction and
services sector shot up more than the ever prominent
manufacturing sector. Since the local labor force could
not keep pace with the increase demand for labor,
the share of non-resident workers increased over the
years as the Government liberalized its foreign worker
and immigration policy.4 Clearly, foreign workers
have been bridging excess demand for labor in the
service sector as well as low-skilled positions in the
construction and electronics industries.
3. Non-residents refer to those who
are not citizens or permanent residents of Singapore
4. OCED: Structural Policy Country Notes
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workers, it has also led to a huge influx of low-

n 2004, there were around 608,500 foreign
skilled, low-wage foreign workers. Whereas the

workers who made up 26 percent of the
former could potentially expand the economy’s

total workforce. Between 2004 and 2014
range of skill sets and raise its productivity level,

the increase in foreign workers has gone up
the latter could substantially offset such positive
by 12 percentage points. In contrast, share of
effects. Indeed, with the ready availability of
resident labor fell from 74 percent in 2004 to
low-wage foreign workers, firms in Singapore
62 percent in 2014. Evidently, this has led to
5

might not find many incentives to upgrade their
potential crowding out of employment among
technologies and production structures, or to
the local resident workers. As per OCED, “While
invest in training or upgrading the skills of their
the open-door labor policy brought in a large
workers.” This is inturn adversely affected the
number of highly skilled, high-wage foreign
productivity of the economy.

5. Department of Statistics, Ministry of Manpower, Singapore.
5

Having realized how its liberal immigration policy has
affected the local employment and the productivity growth
in the economy, the Singapore government assessed and
began to tighten its entry conditions for foreign workers
from 2011 onwards. At the same time, it began formulating
human capital development policies to upgrade skillsets
of resident workforce. In its latest data on population,
Department of Statistics indicated that the growth in the
non-resident population eased-up to 2.9% as compared
to 4.0% in the previous year.6 This decline is owing to the
efforts of the government to moderate growth of foreign
workforce leading to tighter labor market.

6. National Population Talent Division, 2014. Accessed on 26th August 2015.
6

A

dditionally, poor business sentiment in the market
has also led to decline in hiring expectations. This
is especially true in the case of small and medium

size enterprises (SMEs).7 As per the SBF-DP SME Index,8 a sixmonth forward-looking Index which measures the sentiments of
SMEs, Business Services, Commerce/Trading, and Construction/
Engineering are all less optimistic than three months ago, as sales
and growth are expected to slow or remain static. This change in the
business environment has also forced employers to be more cautious
about hiring. Lower profit projections and turnover have led to overall
retarded hiring expectations. Against this background we broadly
analyze online employment trends in Singapore as monitored by the
Monster Employment Index. This paper attempts to evaluate how
e-recruitment has been affected by the changing government policies
during this period between 2011 and 2015. Additionally, this paper also
highlights how the recent labor market reform has had an impact on
various industry sectors and occupation categories that are observed
by the Index. And in doing so, future forecast of online hiring activity in
Singapore is also briefly pointed out.

7. http://www.newsrecord.co/unemployment-declined-in-singapore-as-job-market-shifts/
8. A joint initiative of the Singapore Business Federation (SBF) and DP Information Group (DP Info).

This paper has been broadly divided into four sections. Section I
focuses on details of online recruitment as per the findings of Monster
Employment Index Singapore. This section covers detailed analysis of
the Industry sectors (section I.a) and Occupation categories (section
I.b). Section II highlights future hiring outlook in Singapore followed by
section III that briefly concludes the paper and section IV that provides
background of Monster Employment Index and methodology employed
by Monster.com to arrive at the Index.
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ONLINE
RECRUITMENT:
MEI SINGAPORE
ANALYSIS

M

onster Employment IndexSingapore

The following year exhibited slow-down in the

data has been recorded since

pace of growth with annual decline of five percent

January 2011. The overall Index

in 2013, on an average. As mentioned before,

indicated that annual growth registered between

this sharp contraction can be attributed to the

2011 and 2012 was 13 percent; the steepest

tightening of the foreign-labor market by the

compared to all the other years. 2012 registered

Government to upturn in employment among

double-digit growth throughout the year except in

resident workforce. In line with this, Ministry

November and December. Annual growth dropped

of Manpower data also indicates that growth in

from 18 percent in October 2012 to three percent

foreign employment regressed to 4.6% (48,400)

in November 2012; suggesting decline in pace

in 2013, down from 6.8% (67,100) in 20129; the

of growth by 15 percentage points. It is evident

least annual growth since 2010. Most of the

here that following 2011 when the Singapore

industry sectors experienced stunted online hiring

Government adopted measures to reduce volume

activities; during this period, Hospitality sector

of foreign workers, overall online recruitment also

registered the most notable year-on-year growth

witnessed a dip. December 2012 witnessed Index

of seven percent, on an average.

at the same level as the corresponding period
in the previous year. The year-on-year growth
between 2011 and 2012 was most notable and
was primarily driven by Healthcare; Hospitality;
Education; and Oil and Gas sectors.

9. http://www.mom.gov.sg/newsroom/press-releases/2014/labour-market-2013.
Accessed on 28th September 2015
10

Although 2014 began with negative annual growth of one percent between January
2013 and 2014, growth momentum improved as February registered higher growth of
three percent from a year ago level. The Index continued to exhibit positive growth until
September (down two percent) and October (down one percent). Nevertheless, there
was a marginal improvement of one percentage point between September and October.
Although annual trend picked up momentum in the following months but it was restricted
to only two months. The Index registered four percent year-on-year growth in November
and two percent in December 2014. Since January 2015 the annual growth registered
has been negative. The latest year-on-year growth saw 10 percent decline in August as
compared to the corresponding period last year.

The following graph represents Monster Employment Index results since January 2011
till August 2015:

Chart a. Monster Employment Index
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T

he Chart below indicates that 2012
exhibited the steepest hiring activity
until now, with an average annual growth

of 13 percent. Growth in all the four quarters was
positive as well as higher when compared to
other years. The steepest growth of 17 percent
was recorded in Q3 and the least growth of seven
percent during Q4 2012. This was followed by a
decline of five percent in 2013 in terms of average
annual growth rate. Education; and Consumer
Goods/ FMCG, Food & Packaged Food, Home
Appliance, Garments/ Textiles/ Leather, Gems &
Jewellery exhibited the most notable declines of 13
percent in terms of average annual growth. Threemonth growth declined most in Q3 2013; down

by nine percent on an average. On the positive
side, although Q4 saw a negative average three
month decline of one percent, there was seen to
be slight improvement in the growth momentum.
The year 2014 saw an uptrend of five percent in
the average annual growth. Online recruitment
activity remained positive for all the four quarters
in 2014; with Q2 exhibiting the steepest growth of
nine percent. The steepest decline was registered
in Government/ PSU/ Defence and Import/Export.
Ministry of Manpower’s data for 2015 indicate
that labor market was tight in Q1 2015 as job
opportunities continued to outstrip job seekers.

12

This is primarily due to seasonal contractions and

BFSI, Education, Hospitality, IT, Telecom/ISP and

sharper declines in industries with poor business

BPO/ITES and Retail/Trade and Logistics sectors

conditions. Some of the affected sectors that

are some of the primary sectors of employment

registered low online hiring activity performance

creation during the reference years (2011-2015).

included Hospitality, Manufacturing, Retail Trade

The steepest annual decline was witnessed by

and BFSI. Similar results are asserted by the

Import/ Export and Government/ PSU/ Defence for

Monster Employment Index with Q1 registering the

the aforementioned period.

steepest decline (down five percent) as compared
to corresponding period in the previous years. Q2

The following section offers detailed Industry

2015 also charted negative growth of eight percent.

sector and Occupation category analysis on the

The latest year-on-year growth for August 2015 saw

online hiring trends between January 2011 and

decline of 10 percent. The chart below highlights

August 2015.

three-month average annual growth trend since 2012.

Chart b. Three-Month Average Annual Growth
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I.a Industry-wise Analysis

All 14 Industry sector monitored by the Index

from a year-ago level. These include- IT, Telecom/

registered positive and double-digit average annual

ISP and BPO/ITES; Consumer Goods/ FMCG, Food

growth in 2012. However, the very next year (2013)

& Packaged Food, Home Appliance, Garments/

Hospitality; BFSI; Retail/Trade and Logistics; and

Textiles/ Leather, Gems & Jewellery; BFSI and

Health Care aside online hiring in each of these

Advertising, Market Research, Public Relations,

sectors plunged. The average annual rate of growth

Media and Entertainment. The steepest decline in

even in these four sectors was lower than that

2014 was registered in Government/ PSU/ Defence

registered in 2012.

and Import/Export. Latest findings of August 2015
exhibit that 8-month average annual growth was

In 2014 online recruitment picked up momentum

steepest in Education sector at three percent; this

in several sectors and registered notable recovery

was the only sector to register positive growth.

Chart c. Hiring Trend among Major Sectors in Singapore
Average Annual Growth (YoY%)
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Singapore is a global financial hub as well as base for many multi-national banks, BFSI sector has
always been one of the most thriving industries in the economy. As per MEI, the average annual
growth for the sector was in 2012 was 11 percent. While all the sectors monitored by the index saw
restrained growth in 2013, BFSI was the only sector to witness a positive hiring trend; the pace of
growth has nevertheless slowed. Of the four quarters, the least of all growth rates was registered
in Q2 2013 at a negative three percent. This dip was followed by improved growth of three percent in
Q3 in the same year. The sector registered the most dynamic online hiring activity with an average
annual growth of 15 percent in 2014 among all industry sectors. It picked up growth by 11 percentage
points between 2013 and 2014, on an average. 2015 has been rather slow for BFSI in terms of growth
in employment so far. The sector saw moderate positive annual growth in online recruiting activity in
January and February followed by a sharp decline of 15 percent on the year in March 2015.

First-half (H1) of the year 2015, between January and June indicated decline of five percent. Many
banks switching back offices to cheaper locations such as Philippines recently have impacted hiring
in the sector. The Singaporean governments push to cut down on hiring of foreign workers and
increase participation of locals in total workforce has further added to the slowdown.

15

T

he Singapore Government is attempting to
level the playing field in IT, Telecom/ISP and
BPO/ITES industry between foreign hires

and nationals. So as much as this move is essential
to regulate hiring activity, industry’s competiveness
Among the 190 countries, Singapore is listed among
should not be compromised. The sector witnessed
the top nations with the most efficient healthcare
average year-on-year growth of 12 percent between
system10. Parameters for its success include efficiency
2011 and 2012. However, growth momentum contracted
in financing and the results achieved in positive health
and dipped to negative growth in the following year.
outcomes towards the community. In 2012, the sector
Annual growth saw sharp decline from 15 percent in
was the top hiring sectors with an average annual
October to negative one percent in November 2012.
growth of 16 percent. Q4 2012 saw a dramatic dip in
And since then, the sector has had registered either
annual growth levels from 28 percent registered in
negative or no growth until October 2013. With the
October 2012 to nine percent in the following month.
end of year 2013, pace of annual growth gained
Between 2012 and 2013, pace of growth receded by
force and charted positive year-on growth for the
15 percentage points on an average; 2013 registered
next 16 months. Average annual growth in 2013 was
only a marginal growth of one percent. From August
registered to be a drop of two percent from a year ago
2013 till October 2013 saw the steepest annual decline
level. E-recruitment activity improved in 2014, having
followed by slight improvement in the pace of growth
registered 12 percent year-on-year growth, on an
in December (up two percent).
average. H1 2015 registered no growth on an average
whereas, the latest data for the year i.e. for August
2015 indicated annual decline of 10 percent. On a
positive note, short term growth (six-months) between
February and August 2015 saw positive growth of 5%.

10. National Population Talent Division, 2014. Accessed on 26th August 2015.
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However, growth momentum further declined

between 2011-12 exhibited double-digit growth

in 2014 and turned negative (down one percent).

throughout the year expect the year end; November

E-recruitment for the first eight months of 2015

registered marginal annual growth of two percent

registered annual average decline of one percent;

(a decline of 11 percentage points between October

nonetheless the sector was among the top growth

and November 2012) and this was followed by zero

industries for the same period. Singapore is growing

year-on growth in December. With the onset of 2013,

to be a world-class healthcare hub in terms of

e-recruitment began declining to negative growths,

medical technology and innovation thereby boosting

thereby registering an annual year-on-year drop

technology transfer and employment opportunities.

of 13 percent which was one of the most notable

Singaporean economy is witnessing a rising demand

declines among all industry sectors. Nonetheless,

in education by locals as well as expatriates. In

growth momentum picked up pace in 2014 and

response, many educational institutions have come

witnessed moderate average growth of two percent,

up to meet this growing demand which has further

from a year ago level. Online recruitment in the

led to influx of international students. Evidently, the

Education sector exhibited the most notable average

education market is on the rise in Singapore and a

annual growth of three percent between January

similar trend is testified by Monster Employment

and August 2015 among other industry groups; also,

Index for the recent years. In 2012, it was one of

it was the only sector to register positive growth

the top recruiting industries with an annual growth

during the aforementioned period.

of 16 percent, on an average. Year-on-year trend

17

Growth prospects for Engineering, Construction and Real Estate
sector looks positive. The sector saw average year-on growth
of 15 percent during 2012. All through the year annual growth
remained positive; however November and December recorded
the least growth. Having registered 19 percent year-on-year
growth in October the industry saw slow-down in the growth
momentum by 11 percentage points in November. Annual growth
further dipped and saw three percent growth; the steepest drop
in 2012. The sector registered negative growth of nine percent in
2013, on an average, from a year ago level. Nonetheless, growth
picked up pace in the following year.

Although modest, annual year-on-year growth registered in 2014
stood at one percent. But year 2015 been consistently registering
negative growth; March 2015 witnessed the most notable
annual decline (down 12 percent) for the year. Nonetheless, the
Building and Construction Authority (BCA) of Singapore asserted
that construction projects are projected to reach between $29
billion to $36 billion in 2015; of this public sector alone will be
responsible for 60 percent of the total construction demand11.
Also, engineering services industry in Singapore is expected to
grow by five to six percent on the year by 202012.

11. http://www.news.gov.sg/public/sgpc/en/media_releases/agencies/bca/press_release/P-20150108-2.html
12. http://www.sgc.org.sg/fileadmin/ahk_singapur/DEinternational/IR/diffIR/Manufacturing_Engineering_2014.pdf

A

nnual online demand for workers in Hospitality was one of
the steepest among Industry sectors for the period under
study. The sector saw 16 percent year-on-year growth

during 2012. The following year, in 2013, it registered the steepest
annual growth of seven percent among all industry sectors, on an
average. This growth was primarily propelled by November which
registered the most notable annual growth of 24 percent; the steepest
since January 2012. There was a slight decline in the pace of growth
by one percentage points between average annual growth of 2013 and
2014 with the latter year registering six percent growth.

As per the World Travel &Tourism Council, in 2014 the total contribution
of Travel & Tourism sector to total employment in Singapore was
approximately nine percent (i.e. 303,000 jobs); this is estimated to
upsurge by 0.4% year-on to 323,000 jobs in 2025 (i.e. approximately
eight percent of total)13. However, 2015 so far has registered negative
annual growth from February till August; only January saw a moderate
positive growth of one percent. H1 2015 saw negative growth of eight
percent between January and June. The most recent year-on-year data
reveals 19 percent dip between August 2014 and 2015; the steepest
decline since December 2013.

13. http://www.wttc.org/-/media/files/reports/economic%20impact%20research/countries%202015/singapore2015.pdf

Singapore’s strategic location at the nexus of the

Growth registered remained positive all through the

world’s major shipping lanes has made it an important

year; with March and April exhibiting the steepest

global logistics hub and conduit for world trade14. The

growth of 10 percent, on the year. This upsurge in

World Bank ranked Singapore as the No. 1 Logistics

growth could be because of entry of new players

Hub in Asia in its 2014 Logistics Performance Index.

in the retail space as internet retailing is gaining

Having registered 15 percent annual average growth

momentum and more retailers are growing in the

between 2011 and 2012, online hiring in Retail/Trade

suburbs. Conversely, 2015 so far indicated plummeted

and Logistics was at its peak during the period under

growth. First 8-months average (January to August)

consideration. The following year pace of growth

annual growth in 2015 saw dip of five percent and

declined by 13 percentage points to two percent

H1 indicated year-on-year decline of three percent,

year-on-year growth on an average. Throughout

on an average. On a positive note, multinational

2013, year-on growth declined only in June and July,

retailers are still keen to expand to Singapore for its

for all other months annual growth remained either

popularity in the Southeast Asian market.

positive or nil. Year 2014 was rather promising as
average year-on-year picked up pace and registered
six percent growth; up by four percentage points
from the previous year.

14. https://www.edb.gov.sg/content/edb/en/industries/industries/logistics-andsupply-chain-management.html

I.b Occupational Trend

Online job posting for professionals in all the 12

except Marketing & Communications professionals

occupation groups studied by Monster Employment

who continued to witness dip in growth for the

Index saw positive annual growth in between 2011

second year in a row. However, the sector saw slight

and 2012. Except for Software, Hardware, Telecom;

improvement in the growth momentum between

and Finance & Accounts all other professionals

2013 and 2014. Whereas, for the same period,

registered double digit growth. Average year-on-

Software, Hardware, Telecom; Real Estate and

year growth eased up in the following year for all

Finance & Accounts professionals exhibited steepest

occupation groups. Only Customer Service; Health

annual average growth. For 2015, annual average

Care; and Hospitality & Travel registered positive

growth was the highest for real estate sector for

year-on growth, on an average. In 2014, all job

eight month between January and August.

categories saw positive annual average growth

Chart d. Hiring Trend among Professionals in Singapore
Average Annual Growth (YoY%)
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O

nline opportunities available for IT professionals in 2012 exhibited a moderate
annual growth of six percent, on an average; with Q1 registering 12 percent and Q3
registering 13 percent growth. Following year in 2013 the sector witnessed one of

the steepest average annual declines of 11 percent. Average growth registered in Q2 (down 14
percent) and Q3 (down 15 percent) contracted the most; with growth picking up pace by Q4 (down
four percent) 2013. However, after this sharp decline in 2013, growth in IT, Telecom/ISP and BPO/
ITES services picked up pace in 2014. Annual average demand for workforce in the IT sector
was the steepest in 2014; it registered growth of 15 percent. According to Info-communications
Development Authority of Singapore, 2014 saw the highest increase in manpower employed by
IT, Telecom/ISP and BPO/ITES sector between 2012 and 201415. The sector began with modest

year-on growth of one percent in January and eight percent in February 2014 and jumped to
double digit growth for the next 11 months. Online job postings for Software, Hardware, Telecom
professionals in 2015 were robust at 15 percent annual growth between January 2014 and
2015. However, growth momentum slowly dipped in the following months. For 2015, Q1 and Q2
registered growth of six percent and three percent respectively. However, with the 12 percent
year-on decline registered in August 2015 annual average growth registered (between January
and August) stands at zero percent growth.

15. https://www.ida.gov.sg/Tech-Scene-News/Facts-and-Figures/Infocomm-Manpower#1
22

Finance & Accounts professionals started off with

year-ago level; the group registered average annual

modest annual growth of eight percent, on average

growth of 15 percent. September saw the highest

basis during January-December 2012. Three-month

annual growth of 27 percent for the corresponding

growths registered throughout the year remained

period in the previous year; also the steepest in a

positive. Average annual growth declined to six

series for the period under consideration.

percent during 2013. Growth remained negative
around the year except in the last two month;

The following year 2013 witnessed positive average

Q2 consistently registered 12 percent decline for

year-on-year growth of five percent. However, the

April, May and June. Nevertheless, hiring situation

growth momentum slowed down by 10 percentage

improved in 2014 for banking professionals. Year-

points between 2012 and 2013. Growth further dipped

on growth between 2013 and 2014 was witnessed

to two percent in 2014, on average basis. The trend in

to be 12 percent, on an average. In 2015, average

growth among BPO professionals began contracting

year-on-year for the first eight months dipped to

since July 2014 and has continued to either register

negative growth of seven percent; August registered

negative or no growth till August 2015.

the steepest decline of 14 percent. Average online
demand for Customer Service personnel was the
steepest among other professionals in 2012 from a

Online

availability

of

jobs

for

Engineering

/Production

professionals saw annual average growth of 14 percent in 2012;
with September registering the steepest year-on-year growth
of 20 percent and December the least at two percent year-on-

Jobs for

year growth. Year 2013 exhibited a rather gloomy trend of annual

Engineering /

growth as year-on-year growth dipped to six percent, on an

Production

average between 2012 and 2013. Nonetheless, growth in 2013

professionals

began to pick up pace towards the end of the year; from a dip of

saw annual

nine percent in October, online opportunities increased to one

average

percent in November and two percent growth in December from
a year ago level.

growth of 14
percent in

Annual average growth registered in the following year was one

2012 ; with

percent. Although a modest progress, the growth momentum

September

improved from negative growth registered in 2013 to positive
growth in 2014. Year-on-year growth trend for 2015 remains

registering

negative since the beginning of the year. Hospitality & Travel

the steepest

professionals enjoyed positive annual average in 2012, 2013 and

year-on-year

2014 as well; with 2012 registering the most notable growth at

growth of 20

13 percent. January 2012 saw the steepest growth of 34 percent

percent

on the year. The year mostly saw double digit growth expect in in
the last quarter.

24

A

verage of annual growth registered during January to December
2013 was one percent. With most occupation categories
experiencing a dip in growth, Hospitality & Travel was one

of the top growth occupations. The following year, 2014, saw higher pace
of growth at average rate seven percent year-on-year; an increase of six
percentage points between 2013 and 2014. June saw the most notable yearon-year growth. Having registered positive trend since the beginning of the
year, growth rate became negative in October and November (down four
percent for both months). On a positive note, growth momentum improved
between November and December 2014, with the latter month registering
12 percent year-on-year growth. Average annual growth between January
and August 2015 was the lowest in the hospitality sector as compared to
other sectors; it registered decline of 11 percent. This could be owing to
the fact that Singapore dollar appreciated more than other countries in the
recent times that has led to decline in visitor arrival and hence a slow-down
in job opportunities available in this sector.
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3

INDUSTRIAL
GROWTH
AND HIRING
OUTLOOK IN
SINGAPORE

Lately many firms in Singapore have been facing labor
shortages with net employment retarding in Q1 2015 (-6,100)
ever since the global financial crisis. The labor market is
tight because of lack of rightful skilled labors for the rightful
job position which is further accentuated by curbs on hiring
foreign manpower. However, as per the Bank of America,
Labor productivity, which has been “negative” over the last four
years (2011-14), is unlikely to improve significantly and offset
weaker foreign labor growth. It also adds that, GDP growth
projections for 2016 for Singapore economy was pegged at
2.2% on the year, down from 2.8% as projected previously.

Nonetheless, given Singapore’s prime location and its
investment friendly business environment, many international
corporations have set up their base in the city-state. Added to
this is the intra-regional ASEAN community that will further
boost Singapore’s economic growth and thus employment.
Some of the key industries to register increase in hiring
practices in the coming years include Education, Healthcare,
Logistics & Supply Chain, and IT, Telecom/ISP and BPO/ITES
services among others.
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CONCLUSION

This White Paper
primarily focuses on how
Singapore Government’s
effort to arrest
increased participation
of foreign labor in the
workforce has affected
overall employment
trend in various sectors
of the economy. The
outcome of phenomenon
is thus juxtaposed with
the results of Monster
Employment Index
Singapore.
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Monster Employment Index data was analyzed
since the January 2011 till the most recent data
collected in August 2015. The results indicate

Annual average growth in the IT, Telecom/ISP

that 2012 registered the steepest annual average

and BPO/ITES industry was double-digit in 2012;

growth of all the year; with all industry sectors

however, growth declined in the following year.

and occupation groups exhibiting positive growth.

On a positive note, growth again picked up pace

However, year-on annual growth in 2013 saw a

in 2014. The sector registered positive six-month

negative growth which recovered in the following

(between February and August 2015) growth

year. For 2015 Q1, Q2 witnessed decline thereby

of five percent. With growing technology in the

suggesting dampened online hiring activity. This

medical space, healthcare sector promises to

is owing to the fact that industries are facing

stand better growth in the future.

slow-down due to poor business sentiments in
the market.

In 2012, Education was among the top hiring
sectors and in 2013 it registered the steepest
decline.

Nonetheless,

growth

momentum

BFSI sector performed well in all the years except

improved in 2014. Online opportunities in the

in 2015. The sector saw decline of five percent in

Education sector saw the steepest annual

H1 2015 between January and June 2015 as many

average growth between January and August

banks have begun to move their back offices to

2015 among other sectors. This is because rise

cheaper locations such as Philippines, which

in demand for education has led to higher supply

may have slowed down demand for banking

which has further led to increase in demand for

professionals in Singapore.

educators/teachers/instructors.
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H

aving registered positive average annual growth in 2012
Engineering, Construction and Real Estate sector witnessed
decline in 2013. Although growth improved in 2014, 2015 continues

to witness consistent negative annual growth till now. Nevertheless, future
prospects indicate better growth as BCA projects that construction projects
will reach between $29 billion to $36 billion in 2015. Also, engineering
services is likely to grow by five to six percent year-on by 2020.

Online hiring activity in the Hospitality sector registered growth for all the
year, although growth momentum persistently eased up for each year. For
2015, growth registered during January and August was gloomy. Since the
Singapore dollar appreciated in the recent times which has subsequently led
to decline in visitor arrival, there has been a slow-down in job opportunities
in the sector.
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Retail/Trade and Logistics also saw growth in 2012, 2013 and 2014 but 2015 annual average
growth between January and August witnessed decline. Though, growth is expected to rise in
future as many multinational retailers are interested to expand to Singapore.

Given that the Singapore Government is making its labor policies more stringent, the labor
market is also tightening up. This coupled with poor business environment has slowed down
recruitment process in the recent years. Nonetheless, many companies see Singapore as a
preferred location in the South Asian market to set up their headquarters which is why the
economy will continue to witness high demand for professionals. And only a well-balanced
workforce will enable companies as well as the economy to raise productivity.
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DATA AND
METHODOLOGY:
MONSTER
EMPLOYMENT
INDEX
The Monster Employment Index is a broad and comprehensive
monthly analysis of online job posting activity in the Singapore
conducted by Monster.com. The Index was launched in May 2014
with data collected since January 2011 and is based on a realtime review thousands of employer job opportunities culled from
a large representative selection of career web sites and online job
listings. The Index does not reflect the trend of any one advertiser
or source, but is an aggregate measure of the change in job
listings across the industry.

I

n order to avoid excessive monthly fluctuations, the Index is
calculated using a volatility-adjusting formula. We publish the
data in a volume index format with the base value of 100. The

Index describes changes in the level of online job demand against
the baseline. An increase in the Index indicates growth in online job
availability and suggests an increase in the demand for employees
by employers.

An employment Index captures trends in online recruitment
demand across industries, occupations and regions without
focusing on the actual number of job postings counted. In all, the
Index monitors the online recruitment trend 14 broad industry
sectors, 12 occupational categories

We are limited by the data to provide any information on the
recruitment pattern among the expats and locals separately.
Furthermore, the Index analyses online postings only. Hence any
job posted offline is not captured by the data.
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HIRING
OUTLOOK 2016

G

iven that the Singapore Government is making its labor policies more
stringent, the labor market is tightening up. This coupled with poor
business environment has slowed down recruitment process in the

recent years. For 2016, hiring activity may ease in certain sectors due to volatile
global market, the full impact of which is expected to be witnessed in second half
of the year. China’s sluggish economic growth is also expected to dampen hiring
sentiments among recruiters in 2016. Recent months have witnessed evident
expansion and movement of businesses to other South-East Asian region which will
certainly have an impact on future hiring decisions of the firms. Nonetheless, many
companies see Singapore as a preferred location in the South Asian market to set up
their headquarters, which is why the economy will continue to witness demand for
professionals. And only a well-balanced workforce will enable companies as well as
the economy to raise productivity.
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